Dear Sir or Madam,

It is our wish that you ensure that the President, Nuncio and Prime Minister of INDIA get these courtesy copies delivered to their hand.

Yours faithfully,

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
Masters fax desk
Chancery Division
7 Rolls Buildings
Fetter Lane
London
EC4A 1NL

Amicus curiae via Masters fax: 0870 761 7720

Dear Sir or Madam,

Our as yet unpublished Amicus curiae(s) to and for Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth [III], Our Sovereign Lady, which are addressed to de-facto Admiralty powers in Her Majesty’s Commonwealth follows.

It is our wish that you make copies and deliver to the chambers of:

Chief Registrar Baister, Ms Registrar Barber, Mr Registrar Briggs, Ms Registrar Derrett, Mr Registrar Jones.

and

Justice(s) Arnold, Asplin, Barling, Birss, Henry Carr, Henderson, Hildyard, Mann, Morgan, Newey, Norris, Nugee, Proudman, David Richards, Rose, Peter Roth, Peter Smith, Snowden, Warren. Judge Hacon, CHANCERY Division JUDGES.

It is our wish that you assist them to print our prior published Amicus curiae(s) which are posted to the top Readme section of www.courtofrecord.org.uk.

Yours faithfully,

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
Rt. Hon. John Key  
Prime Minister of New Zealand  
c/o New Zealand High Commission, London

cc: Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II  
... HRH Prince Philip, The Lord High Admiral  
... HRH Princess Anne, The Princess Royal  
... Court of St. James

cc: His Excellency George W. Bush  
... Duke of America in Her Majesty's Commonwealth

cc: His Excellency Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin  
... Duke of Russia in Her Majesty's Commonwealth  
... Russian Ambassador in London

cc: His Excellency Xi Jinping  
... President of China  
... Chinese Ambassador in London

cc: HM King Felipe IV and Queen Letizia of Spain

cc: His Holiness Pope Benedict XVI  
... His Holiness Pope Francis  
... via Commander on Duty, Swiss Guard

cc: His Excellency Shimon Peres  
... Patriarch of 'Israel'

cc: Allies for the Rule of YHVH's Law

1 April 2016 .. 2 April, early hours

Dear Sir,
You have made an "error of judgement". With or without your conscious cognisance, you are committing High Treason to Her Majesty The Queen, to the Bishops of Rome and to the Rule of God's Law.

As has been predicted by contemplation on YHVH, That which IS, of which the North Star is but a living symbol, Chancellor George Osborne and possible Prince Charles are involved in this use of your 'New Zealand' forces as a 'big hammer', possibly as a result of extortion by the London Jesuits via Serco chief executive Rupert Soames.

Mahakali, YHVH in Her Active Form, Goddess Isis to the Egyptians, has shown us the 'Dancing War Elephants' that telegraphed a message last night.

Mahakali has shown us how New Zealand purports to follow the law of The Great Pyramid, for example, declared in the 'luxury yacht' harbour modelled on a cross section of the Great Pyramid. We have also witnessed the blowing up of underwater bases, first those near Tonga and then more recently near Australia.

She has also shown us that your 'check valve' leaks.

Comments you have made during your career show that you are no ignorant fool.

There is no authority for war or acts of war. Threats to use N.Z. underwater or underground forces or space based forces is High Treason.

We have also seen the Treasonous orders sent to forces in China.

We suggest you pay a visit at once, in person, to Her Majesty The Queen, HRH Prince Philip and HRH Princess Anne to make amends and carry out their wishes.

It is our wish that Serco chief executive Rupert Soames and the major shareholders are arrested and held for a High Treason trial.

No one is above the law

No one is above the Law of YHVH, Exodus 32, which is what was used in ancient Egypt to slay all those who built the tomb so that the fucking dead Pharaoh and his treasure were removed from the hand of next young prick in line, so that he had to rule with only the Law of YHVH as his support.

The "men dressed as cunts" c.f. Matthew 6:5, who like to parade their worship in public whilst worshipping Dick and Virginia in private, cannot hide from YHVH.

It is our wish that you take a copy of this fax to Her Majesty The Queen, The Lord High Admiral HRH Prince Philip and HRH Princess Anne, The Princess Royal. Her Majesty's wish regarding the end of the E.U. is no secret; nor is it a secret that nothing has changed since Queen Victoria - there has been no interregnum. "A declaration does not alter the Law". For example an 'Act' of the U.K. PLC or the N.Z. equivalent, does NOT change the Law.

John 10:30 I and my Father are one.
The nature of One, BEING, YHVH, a living singularity within thee and His Statutes and Judgements, the so-called covenant of man with God, are recorded in the Torah and the Gospel. Of these Exodus 32 is the sharp metal blade that shall slay the traitors. We have shown how this is merciful and how, in seven days plus nine months, they get another body to seek the LORD.

It is our wish that you are to provide a copy of this fax to Rt. Hon. David Cameron, the Prime Minister and assist him with arrest(s) of traitors he identifies.

It is our wish that you arrest the Nuncio and the Jesuit bastards in New Zealand to bring them before His Holiness Pope Francis. This also applies in London.

Mercy applies. No one need panic.

The land known as New Zealand and all related forces and bases are placed under the direct military authority of HRH Princess Anne, The Princess Royal, who shall outrank any man or woman in such.

It is our wish that you download, print and study all published Amicus curiae(s) of this Court of Record of YHVH. It is our wish that HRH Princess Anne shall conduct an examination, written and oral to verify that you have, indeed, done so.

We send our love to YHVH for thee!

Yours faithfully,

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
His Excellency George W. Bush
Duke of America in Her Majesty's Commonwealth

cc: Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth [III]
... HRH Prince Philip, The Lord High Admiral
... HRH Princess Anne, The Princess Royal
... Court of St. James via The Sandringham Estate

31 March 2016 "Check Six"

Dear George W. Bush,

> General Kutyna to R.P. Feynman, "that's right. You're invincible - as far as we can
> see. But in the Air force we have a rule: check six".

There is a supposed 'statutory claim', on file as C12-2016-001440 at the 'court' at 7
Rolls Buildings, Fetter Lane, London, that refers to the matter of the Cult of
Malta's attempt to 'Frame' Keir Argent's company via Doug Frame, a solicitor of Hill
& Abbot. We have covered how this started in:

www.courtofrecord.org.uk/Lords-1 page 49 - 50.

In the past day or so, we have heard threats from the Cult of Malta, that 'there is
precedent' for such railroading and that he can be sure that his company will be
liquidated. We see all the signs of this in progress. The Telegraph appears to be
embattled, as must be Barclays Bank. Donald Tusk is in India. Salvini met Netanyahu,
complaining about Nazis, and talking about Libya.

Do not think for a moment, that there is any respect for Caesar's tree of authority,
set up ostensibly with Spain at the top. It becomes revealed /why/ the then British
government rescued Don Carlos of Spain. It takes a ruthless approach to make Europe
behave - this is the Spanish approach.

> Don Carlos had been rescued when he was on the point of falling into the hands of
Rodil; from the fate that threatened him in Portugal. He had been hospitably received by a British officer on board a British ship, and conveyed to the shores of this country, where every attention was paid to him by the British Government during his stay, and could it be forgotten, that the way in which Don Carlos had repaid that generous treatment ... http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1844/feb/27/imprisonment-of-don-carlos#column_356

We believe, The British Cabinet /may/ defect and choose High Treason. Chancellor Osborne is in a loose-loose situation. We believe he /may/ choose the biggest hammer or be forced to do so. It would be prudent to monitor this closely. The back (or arsehole) of the Chancellor may be at risk.

You will need the help of your father, HRH Prince Philip, HRH Princess Anne and His Excellency Shimon Peres with Putin as a General to hold down all the Brussels and EU nitwits. We believe that Baron Jacob Lord Rothschild will help you, for he has witnessed the EU fuckers and the Nuncio to Israel take over Israel. He recalls clearly the "Binding of Isaac", our letter, wherein he was bound.

http://www.courtofrecord.org.uk/israel-3

There are threats in the chatter to 'dump fuel' on Switzerland and set it alight. All the fuckers in Parliament will be 'unified', joined at the hip. Same at the Vatican, in Italy, and in Brussels. Donald Tusk looks quite happy in India. They are now looking forward to a war, which they are sure is ready.

Our previous fax, sent to yourself, to the Texas Library of GHWB, to the First Lord of the Treasury fax and to The Sandringham Estate has not yet been forwarded elsewhere. We have spent time "tombstone engraving" as we contemplate it further.

> "Instead, we did what they call "wordsmiting" — or what Mr. Hotz later called "tombstone engraving" — correcting punctuation, refining phrases, and so on. We never had a real discussion of ideas, except incidentally in the course of this wordsmiting". - R.P. Feynman

Justice must be seen to be done. From the Ukraine fiasco to now, the greatest miracle that has happened is that those of Good Faith, 'listened' to the words of this Court of Record of YHVH. They stopped blindly following the Most Ruthless Primates of the First Order.

"SH’MA Israel", Listen, O Israel.

London of Queen Victoria’s time, thought of itself as the New Jerusalem. Sa-leem - Sa, the Good, Iem, went forth. Jerusalem itself means 'New Salem'. The Good Red One went forth again (as Jesus). Good, red, blood, dripping on the ground.

London of the time of Queen Anne had 'Good' men. Sir Isaac Newton attained the Ground of Being. He refused communion wafers on his death bed. His advice, must have put the position of Lord High Treasurer into Commission.

Barbarians of the Hammer can never undo that. They will, without a doubt, try. From our interception of HMS Daring, caught red handed with gold bars to today, they have
been trying.

We have seen a suggestion, that the "boxing" fight should have stopped at an earlier round. We do not see signs of it stopping yet.

We suggest that HRH Princess Anne, with The Lord High Admiral's authority, with you as General The Decider in charge, with the advice of your father, etc., watching each others back, "check six", follow the trail of C12-2016-001440, arresting Doug Frame, etc., "hot pursuit" of the trail into Malta, arresting every member of the Cult of Malta and anyone who is officially in charge, place the island of Malta and all banks, not excluding the Central Bank of Malta, and all Churches on the island in the care of a trusted Chargé d'affaires.

The same must be repeated in London, with regards to everyone involved in 'Chancellorship'. David Cameron, as a 'free man', will watch all of it unfold around him. Parliament, all 'HMRC' courts, the Fetter Lane Rolls Building facility, The London Gazette, City of London, etc., will end up in Admiralty, arrested in place.

So will Netanyahu, and the infrastructure of Israel. No difference in France, Belgium, or for that matter Italy, Germany or Switzerland.


1 April 2016, early hours GMT

Re: "The Biggest Hammer" - plot(s) to assassinate HMQ. This reminds us of news stories on The Malta Today 'live' coverage of Her Majesty's visit to the Commonwealth CHOGM meeting where they displayed 'headless' photographs of Her Majesty and Charles & Camilla. Corroborated with other stories and contemplation revealed the dishonour, assault and battery of Her Majesty on this visit.


The same site had almost zero coverage of His Holiness Pope Francis when he was in Cuba. We have an archive of the above page and the 'news' page when Pope Francis had completed his visit to Cuba and had arrived in Mexico.

We suggest all computers at The Malta Today and any news publications are imaged and interviews conducted of photographers and editors.

We believe C12-2016-001440 is connected. High Treason therefore applies. We attach a letter of Keir Argent to his wife, which shows the 'high treason' within his own family, in his own home.

It is 1 April, April Fools day. A Friday. It /sounds/ like, this Friday evening, an April Fools day, and into the weekend is a good time to conduct an operation in Admiralty in Chelmsford, London and Malta. Our information is that Mrs. Argent is in Malta. We suggest that she and her family are questioned.
Latest news

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2016/03/31/innovate-or-be-left-behind-imf-warns-osborne/
Smiling photo of Osborne with Lagarde. Go figure!

The route of gold 'lending' into the economy is not open. The gold, stolen from the men, women and children by U.C.C. fraud, is not theirs to lend. Therefore there is no point talking about 'interest rates'.

There are other 'smiling' photos, with stripy /green/ ties, showing up of those who would want 'Brexit'.

More checks

Contemplation brings up the 'Strong China' card, the failed 'underground' Warsaw uprising, the failed underground shuttle gold transfer to Denver, Colorado, to start a war, false flag blowing up of Catholic Churches to be blamed on you, the 'Hyza chicken' beast in Poland. The Sweden-Finland-Lithuania nuts, NZ-Australia nuts. Pope John Paul II, Donald Tusk coming to power killing off the old guard, Turkey, Saudi, Dinar Dong! The keyword is under-the-/ground/. Keep your ear to the ground! Listen to the ground!!

Make sure that Putin and HM King Felipe VI of Spain are watching that lot.

We send our love to Rudra, YHVH, The Lord of Hosts, for thee!

Yours faithfully,

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
15 March, 2016

Dear Anne,

It's a man's world and a man has to do what he has to do, fight his battles and provide for and protect his wife and family. In a legal sense the man is the king of the household and the thing he cannot protect against is treason from within.

You mention that you may have to sell the house if you retire and I do not continue to maintain it. I'd like to point out that I have maintained the house in all the years we have lived there and as you are the trustee, it is my duty as settlor to maintain it. This arrangement was intended to protect YOU and keep a roof over your head in the event of a legal attack upon me. There is a legal attack upon us - from your sister and the Cult of Malta who thought that they could get me sectioned, grab the business and the assets. So who was it who suggested you should sell the house? Do you think you can protect your 'proceeds of sale'? What would you do, trust the banks?

I do not intend to change the trust arrangement unless of course you intend to sell the house, which is my home, without my consent. I trust that you would then do the honourable thing and split the proceeds.

It is your duty to support me as my wife and be with me whenever possible. In that way, I can continue to provide and protect which includes maintenance of our home, which for our protection, is registered in your name. Sending emotional emails over clear text protects no one.

I trust you understand this.

Love,

Ken
Dear Sir or Madam,

Kindly expedite to ensure that His Excellency George W. Bush reads time sensitive items toward the end of the fax as soon as possible.

Most courtesy copies will be sent after a delay except to qualified recipients.

XXX Begin fax to HMQ XXX
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth [II]

cc: Prince Philip, The Lord High Admiral
... Princess Anne, The Princess Royal
... Court of St. James

cc: Rt. Hon. David Cameron, MP, Prime Minister
... Rt. Hon. George Osborne, MP, Chancellor
... Lords of the Treasury

cc: His Excellency George W. Bush
cc: His Excellency Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin

cc: Rt. Hon. Boris Johnson, MP, Mayor of London
c: Bill de Blasio, Mayor of New York City

cc: Swiss Federal Council, Swiss Army, Cantons, BIS, SNB, BOE, banks, et all

cc: Allies for the Rule of God's Law

28 March 2016 .. 29 March 2016

May it please Your Majesty,

Mahakali has shown us that, the American Alligator has had his bowl of soup which has
made 'celebrating' a certain Easter Bunny practice, a spot of bother, for some. She has shown as that there is is much impotent fear and loathing: perhaps a haruspex has done his check and the omens do not look good.

Catherine, The Duchess of Cambridge, appears to be embattled. We suggest that Princess Anne, The Princess Royal assist. If any "blue water" assistance is necessary, His Excellency George W. Bush, The Duke of America can assist.

David Cameron must now be back from his "holiday", a "few inches taller". He is a "free man", so he has to shepherd a bunch of lunatics in the Cabinet.

The E.U. is a lifeless corporation - a piece of paper, the Lisbon Treaty, which itself reflects the Treaty of Windsor of 1386, the "oldest military alliance", between England and Portugal. All that remains to be done is to have a ceremonial bonfire, for it is now apparent that the E.U. is de-facto inoperable.


The result that can be seen, is that, Lisbon and islands off Portugal are the scenes of much nervous palpitation given witness by this particular news story. The wood is piled high; but is it dry? Has the ship left the port?

We suggest that His Excellency George W. Bush, Duke of America, working under Princess Anne, The Princess Royal work out how to put Lisbon and Portugal, air and sea ports, cable landings, etc., under Admiralty jurisdiction.

Courtsey copies of our Amicus curiae would have reached many offices at the U.S. Congress today.


The latest news shows that the U.S. Capitol and White House are in "lockdown". This appears to confirm that those who must be informed are informed.

Brexit & Markets

> It was us, the British people, that created that environment of happiness and contentment for LGBT people and it is absolutely vital we fight for those rights today because they are under threat in Poland, in Hungary, in Romania and other parts of the EU where they are not protected in the way they are in our country.

> What we need is to take back control of LGBT issues and everything else. I’m out, and I’m proud.

> Boris Johnson


Boris Johnson, in his bid to talk about "Brexit", has started to talk about sex. Wanting to run for the office of Prime Minister, or even to become a Member of
Parliament, puts him "on the rolls". Boris, wake up! You have fallen for the sticky EU trap of turning every discussion into a discussion about sex.

"A declaration does not alter the law". This can be found in Hansard archives. We suggest Boris Johnson find out what is the legal implication of this statement. Then they can read the Magna Charta 1215 about foreign merchants and borders. Then they can trace the development of trade via Bills of Exchange. Then they /may/ start to talk sense.

We are yet to see any shred of recent published evidence that the City of London or the City of New York for that matter, has anyone with brains, who speaks from a position of authority.

The London Bill Market, which was shutdown at the onset of hostilities in 1914, was a system of exchange of goods for goods on an incredibly small amount of gold.

Our recent intervention, www.courtofrecord.org.uk/QE2-2-PDF, where we suggested trading tankers of oil for goods from China, has the result that the "profit" from the trade, re-enters the market, driving prices down.

This must be applied across all markets - bushels of wheat, coffee, tonnes of salt, cocaine, etc. A collapse in the price of cocaine would remove the artificial and imaginary "profit" and re-focus the minds of smugglers on real goods. The statutory "law" against drugs and "enforcement" is exactly what drives up the "profit" of cocaine smugglers.

The biggest mistake of 'British' bankers is to limit the cash circulation of the Pound to the British Isles. Their stupidity, along with that of Dubai and that part of the Middle East, was shown when construction cranes stopped in mid swing during the recent crisis.

As our fax to the World Economic Forum, www.courtofrecord.org.uk/FIFA+WEF shows, there is no brotherly feeling or friendship between the so-called elite men who pontificate there.

Their big 'bank' balances show their DEBT to YHVH. The result of their so-called philanthropy is death, for example, by Bill Gates' vaccination campaign.

There are some amongst the 'elite', who have adopted an "Egyptian" religion, where they go, chop chop, see how the Marmot Squirrel squeals, how 'powerful' we are, we have "drink and blood and pomm", we have procured ourselves slaves to do work in the world. This is nothing more than /maya/, self-deception, illusion, a false causality.

A set of more complete idiots is difficult to find in the annals of recorded history. They are bankrupt slaves themselves to YHVH and this Court of Record of YHVH thereby. The wrath of YHVH, recorded in Exodus 32, is upon such. What shall they do to appease this wrath of BEING, YHVH, that is /within/ them?

> So it is not an accident that the Nazi lads vent a particular fury against
> (Einstein). He does truly stand for what they most dislike, the opposite of the
> blond beast intellectualist, individualist, supernationalist, pacifist, inky,
plump... How should they know the glory of the free-ranging intellect and soft
objective sympathy to whom money and violence, drink and blood and pomp, mean
absolutely nothing?
Lord Maynard Keynes

The history of the past century shows that the European race, "the blond beast" of
Keynes, could and can comprehend nothing more than barter, drunk as they were and
are, with "drink and blood and pomp".

Ask not for whom the bell tolls, The Bell Curve tolls for thee.

The Bull of Osborne

We suggest that the Prime Minister function as a Mr. Speaker, in the Cabinet. They
can have closed door sessions to discuss the above. They can adopt the adversarial
mode of discussion across the table, with the Prime Minister refraining from taking
decisions, leaving that to George Osborne. David Cameron can get to play "The Queen",
who can only "warn", and George Osborne, the Chancellor, can pretend to be
German. This should give the Tories a taste of The Bull of Osborne.

Discounting of Bills of Exchange

Discounting of bills, called "factoring" in America, has been replaced by
U.C.C. fraudulent lending at banks and 'criminal justice' at so-called courts. This
is Colour of Law FRAUD, as is, for example, practised at the Rolls Building complex
on Fetter Lane and at every United States District Court.

Since there is no gold in circulation, there can be no discounting.

The least qualified men (and it is largely men) are those in "banking". As a rule, it
appears, senior bankers, do not know how bank money of account comes into
existence. When they do find out, like Mr. Draghi, they try to float a set of books
upon the void to prolong their status, along with the "elite", as slaves to an
imaginary number.

These "bankers" are the slaves that built the crooked house upon the crooked stile.

There was a crooked man, and he walked a crooked mile.
He found a crooked sixpence upon a crooked stile.
He bought a crooked cat, which caught a crooked mouse,
And they all lived together in a little crooked house.

Liberty beckons, but it won't be first for them. What do they wish to do to avoid the
wrath of YHWH?

The Chancellor, George Osborne, has, as the cartoonist has drawn it, fenced himself
into a corner. We heard at one time, that he was the intelligent chap, and that we
should write to him. So we have now, passed the buck to him, at least in the English
context, to see what he shall do.
The 'British' strategy, to reduce the circulation of the cash Pound, to draw it into an ever smaller circle, to pretend to themselves that ink and paper is a claim on gold, is the very idiotic policy that has resulted in the irrelevance of the City of London corporation.

It is thus revealed why the United Kingdom continues to send out 'aid' payments - the recipient Central Bank and the U.K. officials thereby, can pretend to themselves that this particular kind of money-of-account is 'more real' than other kinds.

The ignorance that was and is on display regarding how the foreign exchange market works, was preceded by The Chancellor's "we've got a few bars left" remark, which was preceded by the answers before Your Majesty from the Bank of England and the London School of Economics. Your Majesty has shown before God and all men, women and children, what a bunch of idiots run these institutions. There is no surprise, for an "institution" is where mad people are maintained by Your Majesty's government.

There is a little secret that they have to learn: Great Britain and the Vatican thereby, are ruled, and have been ruled, from the periphery.

A hundred years ago, the United States corporation, smoothly took on the affairs of the East India Company. The continental idiots sold their Bills of Exchange in London, wired their money to New York, and bought War Bonds. Thus they were relieved of their gold.

> "Fixed fortifications are a monument to the stupidity of man".
> General George S. Patton

Impressive bank buildings and vaults miles under Antarctic ice do not secure gold. The gold is economically useless. Lunatics and idiots cannot differentiate between a thing and the representation of a thing, c.f. Choses in Action.

29 March 2016

> TO THE VERY YOUNG, to schoolteachers, as also to those who compile textbooks about
> constitutional history, politics, and current affairs, the world is a more or less
> rational place. They visualised the election of representatives, freely chosen from
> among those the people trust. They picture the process by which the wisest and best
> of these become ministers of State.

> They imagine how captains of industry, freely elected by shareholders, choose for
> managerial responsibility those who have proved their ability in a humbler
> role. Books exist in which assumptions such as these are boldly stated or tacitly
> implied.

> To those, on the other hand, with any experience of affairs, these assumptions are
> merely ludicrous. Solemn conclaves of the wise and good are mere figments of the
> teacher's mind. It is salutary, therefore, if an occasional warning is uttered on
> this subject.

> Heaven forbid that students should cease to read books on the science of public or
> business administration—provided only that these works are classified as
Your Majesty, we would suggest that all the Ladies of the Court of St. James read Parkinson's Law, by C. Northcote Parkinson, in full, available at that link.

News

We have glimpsed Your Majesty's wisdom in sending Prince Harry to Nepal. We trust that the relationship with Nepal, the land of the Gurkas has been now been renewed.

> The number of migrants pouring into Europe across the Mediterranean dropped by more than half in March, new figures have shown, boosting hopes that Europe's tough new policy towards migrants is having a deterrent effect. www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/greece/12205830/Migrant-arrivals-fall-sharply-after-deportation-deal.html

No doubt, E.U. bureaucrats are 'swelling with pride' at the news and 'imagine' themselves at the 'climactic summit' of the Matterhorn.

> Swiss media have speculated that Blattmann may have been given his marching orders by new defence minister, Guy Parmelin, who took over from Ueli Maurer at the beginning of the year.
> The Blick newspaper said Parmelin, who like Maurer belongs to the right wing Swiss People's Party (SVP), was "putting his own stamp" on the ministry.
> www.thelocal.ch/20160324/army-chief-bows-out-by-mutual-agreement

The "new" defence minister, of the "Stay Free" 'right wing' "sanitary napkin" party has made an "error of judgement".

Our prior order in Admiralty, that The Lords of the Treasury have been unable to fulfil, demonstrates, as expected, their impotence and irrelevance. The following suggested course of action supersedes our prior request:

We have already appointed a living man, known as Lord Keir Argent, as Duke of Switzerland.

It is our wish that His Excellency George W. Bush, Duke of America, and Father General, do the following:

1) Handle the "error of judgement" of the new defence minister, 'Guy Parmelin' from the SVP as he sees fit; and

2) Ensure that the Swiss Federal Council and every Cantonal authority and Bank is informed in no uncertain manner of the fact that Switzerland is under the Admiralty authority of this Court of Record of YHVH; and

3) Place the premises of the BIS, SNB, CERN, airports at Zürich, Geneva, Basel, etc.,
all gold and currency facilities and banks under his direct authority in
Admiralty. Chemtrail flights are forbidden; and

4) Appoint a trusted man, acceptable to Your Majesty and The Princess Royal as
Charg'e d'affaires to liaison with the existing machinery, to "give it teeth"; and

5) It is our wish that this Charg'e d'affaires accredit himself to Lord Keir Argent
in Unterageri, Switzerland.

6) With respect to the men in wigs in England, His Excellency George W. Bush, Duke of
America, is to place the Rolls Building facility on Fetter Lane in London, under his
direct authority in Admiralty and ensure that all Judges and commercial law firms in
London and the thugs at Serco, etc., take conscious cognisance of this 'new' state of
affairs. There is no debt. There is no money. All debt was forgiven in 1914. The
U.K. PLC 'Insolvency Act', 1986, is void.

"Render unto Caesar what belongs to Caesar and to God what belongs to God," as His
Holiness Pope Benedict XVI preached.

When shall City of London muffins learn to Bake a Fruit Cake?

We send our love to YHVH for Your Majesty!

Yours faithfully,

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
+++ Begin fax to PM +++
Rt. Hon. David Cameron, MP, Prime Minister
First Lord of the Treasury

cc: Rt. Hon. George Osborne, MP, Chancellor
    ... All Chancery Division Judges
    cc: Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth [II]
    ... HRH Princess Anne, Princess Royal
    ... Court of St. James
    ... House of Lords, House of Commons
    cc: BOE, FRBNY, DB, BIS, CS, UBS, Central Bank of Malta, etc.

cc: His Holiness Pope Francis
    ... Swiss Guard
cc: His Excellency George W. Bush
    ... Duke of America in Her Majesty’s Commonwealth
cc: His Excellency Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin
    ... Duke of Russia in Her Majesty’s Commonwealth

cc: CUNTS OF MALTA

cc: Queen Letizia of Spain, Spanish Court
cc: Queen Rania of Jordan, Jordanian Court
cc: Allies for the Rule of God’s Law

05 April 2016 early hours GMT

Dear Mr. Cameron,

So you and Putin and others are a bit embattled eh? Cheer up mate!

The genesis of the Panama tax rah-rah was started by the Cunts of Malta here:
http://www.maltatoday.com.mt/comment/blogs/62799/its_not_about_panama_its_about_us_
Here is a handy list of those who have been sleeping with them and have STD: https://www.publicintegrity.org/about/our-work/supporters

> But when James B. gives a hundred sous to a Government officer, and receives nothing for them unless it be annoyances, he might as well give them to a thief...

> Yes, distrust is exaggerated, hatred is fostered among parties who never mix; and if the majority would allow the minority to be present at the Commissions, it would perhaps be discovered that the ideas of the different sides are not so far removed from each other, and, above all, that their intentions are not so perverse as is supposed.

http://www.global-settlement.org/learning/#Taxes

Taxation is ethics for bimbos.

The purpose of offshore, forex, hedge contracts, bank roll programs, etc., is 1) to remove bank money of account from circulation to prevent hyper inflation - the STRONG DOLLAR/POUND/EURO depend on this; and 2) to frame politicians such as you who do not know this, and 3) To motivate idiot JUDGES and the Chancery Division who will play hard ball to fill their 'gold plated' coffins so as to create the false impression that taxation creates value for the government so that certain bimbo you know can show off how much more ethical than an ape she is.

It is NOT taxation that props up bank-money-of-account.

Banks distribute dividends by extension of credit. The recipients of credit create zero value. The created money must be mopped up.

Taxation results in re-circulation of money-of-account.

If everyone paid their taxes and no money was washed onto offshore balance sheets, hyper inflation would result.

The forex market is a zero sum game denominated in USD tokens. On top of it are hedge contract, derivatives, bank roll programs, Madoff Ponzi schemes, Binary Options etc. Each of those is a device to remove bank money-of-account from onshore.

Forex is the perfect place to transmit money-of-account from one trader account which makes a loss to another linked trader account that makes the profit. This is how the Fukushima tragedy and the so-called Axis-of-Evil was funded after collecting money, "for the childreeeen".

This was and is done right under the noses of Compliance Arseholes.

It is NOT taxation or government bonds that keeps the purchasing power of the dollar, the euro and the pound from falling - is is this money that disappears onto offshore balance sheets from which it can never be spent.

Some small fraction of it comes back to drive up prices of real estate and luxury yachts but this cannot and does not trickle down to farmers. Hence price inflation of food remains low. The high price of city apartments lets idiots "feel" rich.
JP Morgan and Deutsche Bank operated a sports book with EUR-USD bank roll derivatives. The 'profits' were supposed to Power The Vigorous German Dick to slay all the Brits and Americans. A bit Irish ... see Mixed Money Case of 1604.

The Cunts of Malta were hoping their bank roll programs that funded the sports book, which led to large balances at Deutsche Bank would get them a large pile of gold ... now they are jealous of those who banked at Panama instead. What do they think, the Panama banks, with bank managers who get paid $300 per month, have hidden hordes of treasure?

Does treasure make food grow?

An offshore account is nothing more than a number on a database. Electronic bits with zero value, except for 'wealth managers' with plush carpets in their office.

Mahakali has shown us their plans: all the roped in politicians like you, together with the Swiss Guard, where destined to be guillotined by the Cunts of Malta.

This shall boomerang on the Cunts of Malta. Guillotines in France? Broken at the wheel in Rome? Hunted by Bulls in a Roman Circus? Hanged on lamp posts?

Idiots who cannot read www.courtofrecord.org.uk/QE2-2-PDF who cannot count, who believe that they can beat up their simple English father and call him mad and get him sectioned ... what shall we do with the drunken sailor?

What about the Cunts of Malta? What about the Chancellor, the Proud Men of the Chancery Division, Solicitors, Psychiatrists, Catholic Kings and rampant Priests flying the Flag of Clematis? Where the fuck do they think they are going to run?

The mark of Gold Lust does not wash with water.

His Holiness Pope Francis has a lovely term for such "Rose Water Christians".

Do Charles and Andrew and Miss Piggy think that Red Rose Water will help them smell better? Charles and Andrew better wake the fuck up and find all traitors to Her Majesty The Queen at MI6 / GCHQ / Civil Service / Parliament / Chancery Division / New Zealand.

Did the idiots at MI6 think Saint Alpharetz is going to forsake Princess Andromeda? Sounds a bit Perseus to me.

Charles knows a thing or two about getting a bunch of cunts to fess up to their plans. Get him a copy of this letter. His neck is on the line. Andrew can get on a boat and invade Malta, "for fishing", like Saint Andrew before him.

We send our love to YHVH for thee!

Yours faithfully,

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
FAX:
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FAX: +390645220228
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His Holiness Pope Francis
via Swiss Guard

cc: His Excellency Matteo Renzi, Prime Minister of 'Italy'
... via Ambassador of 'Italy' in London
cc: Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth [II]
... HRH Princess Anne, The Princess Royal
... Court of St. James
... Rt. Hon. David Cameron, MP, Prime Minister
... House of Lords, House of Commons
cc: His Excellency George W. Bush
... Duke of America in Her Majesty's Commonwealth
cc: His Excellency Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin
... Duke of Russia in Her Majesty's Commonwealth
cc: Queen Letizia of Spain, Spanish Court
cc: Queen Rania of Jordan, Jordanian Court
cc: Allies for the Rule of God's Law

05 April 2016

Your Holiness,

Ave Maria!

> (ANSA) - Rome, April 5 - Foreign Minister Paolo Gentiloni told the Senate on the
> Cairo murder of Italian student Giulio Regeni Tuesday that "unless there is a
> change of pace (by Egypt), the government is ready to react by adopting immediate
> and proportional measures". Gentiloni said that "for reasons of State we will not
> let Italy's dignity be trampled on".
https://www.ansa.it/english/news/2016/04/05/immediate-measures-if-no-regeni-breakthrough-gentiloni-2_f9fba099-7135-4df1-a147-0ad3a0153ca5.html

Mr. Gentiloni has made an "error of judgement". Does he forget Enrica Lexie?
This is an arrest warrant in Admiralty for Mr. Paolo Gentiloni.

We send our love to YHVH for Mr. Paolo Gentiloni and Your Holiness!

Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master